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Abstract. In this paper we present a set of axioms and rules of inference for a parallel programming 
language with shared variables and synchronization statements. The important difference between 
our approach and that of Owicki and Gries ( 1976) is that our semantics does not contain anything 
similar to their ‘interference freedom’ check, resulting in a much greater isolation of the proof++ 
of the indicidual processes than is possible in their system. 
We illustrate our proof technique with some simple examples. 
1. Introduction 
During the last few years, a number of attempts have been 
axiomatic method of Hoare to parallel programs. The approach 
[2] seems to be the one most widel;y known, and includes a 
I 
made to extend tf;e 
of Owicki and Grits 
complete axiomatic 
semantics for proving (partial) correctness of programs written in a simple and 
powerful parallel programming language. 
In this paper we present a new axiomatic semantics for the language considered 
by Owicki and Gries. The sequences of values of variables shared between the 
processes play an important and explicit role in our approach. Consider a parallel 
program Pt 11 - - - IIP,,, PI, . . . , P,I being the individual processes. In order to prove a 
property of the entire program, we proceed as follows: We first prove, using the 
axioms and rules of inference applicable to the processes in isolation, 
{I,) P, {F,}, i= 1,. . . , 12, 
the F, being predicates on s,, the local state of f, and h,, the sequence of values of 
the shared variables as seen by Pi. The rule of parallel composition then allows us 
to conclude the following: 
{Ii/\ *-* A I,,} PI 11 * l l /I P,, {F, A - . . A F,, A Compat( h, ., . . . , II,,)}, 
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where Compat( h,, . . . , II,,) is essentially a compatibility condition to be satisfied by 
the sequences of values of shared variables. 
Our approach has the following advantage over that of Owicki and Gries: In the 
latter approach, one must verify that the proofs of the individual processes do not 
interfere with each other before one can arrive at a conclusion regarding the entire 
program, whereas, in our approach , 2s pointed out in the last section, no such 
verification is necessary. As a result, a change in one of the processes can only affect 
the proof of that process (and, possibly, the final application of the parallel composi- 
tion rule), whereas such a change, in the system of Owicki and Gries, may affect 
the proof. not only of the modified process, but also of all the other processes. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the axioms and rules 
cjf inference for the various constructs of the language. In Section 3 we prove the 
corrcctncsr; of two simple programs; these examples have also been considered bq 
Owicki ;tnd Grits [2], and the reader may wish to compare their proofs with our 
proofs. In Section 3, we summarize our results and make some concluding remarks. 
In this paper we do not discuss the consistency or completeness of our axiomatic 
wmntics. That will hc the topic of a future paper where we intend to show that 
our semantic\ is cor%tent and complete with respect to an intuitively appealing 
opera t iona I model. 
2. ‘l’he axiomatic semantics 
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(pcomp)::=(pstmt) ; (pstmt) 
(await)::=await (exp) then (cstmt) end 
(cstmt)::=(assign) 1 (skip) 1 (cite) 1 (cwhile) / (ccomp) 
(cite)::=if (exp) then (cstmt) else (cstmt) fi 
(cwhile)::=while (exp) do (cstmt) od 
(ccomp)::=(cstmt);(cstmt) 
Remarks. (1) (var) is the set of variables; (exp) the set of expressions; we shall not 
specify the details of the syntax of expressions. 
(2) cobegin constructions cannot be nested; thus parallelism can exist only at 
one outermost level. (In Section 4 we shall briefly mention the changes thai need 
to be made to allow nested cobegin’s.) 
(3) The assignment statements that occur inside a process of a cobegin differ 
from the assigiments that occur outside a cobegin. The former assignments can 
have, as in Owicki and Gries [2], at most one reference to a shared variablet whereas 
no such restriction applies to assignments outside a cobegin. Thus there are three 
kinds of (passigns)-the first one with no reference to shared variables, the second 
in which the value of an expression (that has no reference to shared variables) is 
assigned to ;i shared variable, and the third in which the value of an expression with 
a single rzference to a shared variable is Mgned to an unshared variable. For 
convenience we shall use the convention that the variables shared between the 
processes of a cohegin have the names rl, . . . , r,, all other names being used for 
unshared variables. 
Note that expressions with no reference to shared variables belong to the category 
(unsh exp); expressions with one reference to a shared variable belong to 
(sl;ared exp); and general expressions to (exp). The synt::x of theie various kinds 
of exprclssions wilinot be specified in detail. 
We shall also use the following convention: ‘ue’ will be an expression of type 
(unsh exp); ‘e’ an expression of type (exp), and ‘e,’ an expression of type (shared cxp) 
with ;I single reference to the (shared) variable r,. Thus examples of the three kinds 
of (passigns) would be: x :-II :4e, r, := ue and x := e,, respectively. 
(4) (cstmt) stands for ‘critical statement’, to indicate that during its execution. 
all the other processes of the cobegin will be suspended. Note that await statemcilts 
cannot bc nested, nor can an await statement contain a cabegin. Note itls~ Ihat 





{ p A 4 SI {CiL {P * -4 SZ b?) 
-{ p} if e then S, else S$ (4) 
R2. (while) 
w4~W~ _-- 
( p} while e do S od { p A -1 e} 
R-3. CWlIp 
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With these preliminaries, we can state’ the three axioms corresponding to the 
three kinds of (passigns). 
A3. (passign) {pt.,} x’ := ue {p} 
This is the same as A I, as may be expected, since no shared variables are involved. 
A4. (pass&w) (pi& ff /. usJ r, := rre (~1 
‘H‘ denotes concatenation of an element to a sequence. The axiom has been stated 
in a form applicable to f,; thus the associated sequence is h,. The local state sj of 
P, is iiot a&,-ted by the assignment of a value to a shared variable. 
A-c. (passign) {Vf.pj;l,,, ,JH li ,, ,,} x’:= e, {p} 
Recall that e, is an expression with a single reference to the shared variable r,; e,[r, + t] 
is the expression gsrt by replacing this single occurrence of r, by (the value) t. The 
effect of the assignment is to assign to Y, the value of e,[r; + t], evaluated in the 
current local state ol” P,. and to extend h, by ?( j, t). The universal quantifier over t 
allows for all possible values of r, 
The rules for (pite), @while) and (pcomp) are identical to the ones for (ite), (while) 
and (camp). respectively and we shall not repe;lt them 
Next.. cocqider an await statement, await P then S in the process Pl. If the value 
of the r:sprcssion e is true, then S is executed, while the remaining processes are 
suspended: if not, P, its suspended f~: some time, and e evaluated again after a 
while to see if it now has the vaiue true. The rule of inference for await is as follows: 
R-L await 
Vf,. . . - -_ t,,,[[p A e[r, +- t,. . . - . r,,, + t,,,] A [r, = 11 A * ’ - * rtt* = Lll=+ 
Vdr,, . * * l L[[9::!‘. .;~;~11~9j::H’II(I.r:I. .W,,,HI - 
( p} await e then S(9) 
11 ib the pre-condition for the await statement, and p’ for S; before S can be executed, 
tJ must bc evaluated, and must have the value true; in order to evaluate e, P, would 
h;lvc to get the v~~lues of the shared variables rl, . . . , I’,,, (recall that e can refer to 
more than one shared variable); let I,, . _ . . I,,, denote the values of the shared 
kP:lriilblCS; C[ rl +- f,. . . , , Tt,t l -- t,,,] is the expression obtained from e by replacing each 
occurrcnc’c of r, by f,, i = I, , . . . IZL We record the fact that PI observed the values 
I,.. . . . t,,, for rl. . . . _ r,,, by adding the element ‘?I!( 1, tl ), . . . , (m, I,,,)) to 11,. This 
csplains the first lint of K-I. 
9’ is the post-condition for S, and may contain explicit references to r,: however, 
9, the post-condition for the await statement, can only refer to the sequence cl,, and 
the wiues in it. !%reover, we must also record in II,, the values that P, has assigned 
to r, during the execution of S. We do this by concatenating to h, the element 
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!!(( 1, t,), . . . . (nz, r,,,)), t,, . . . , t,,, being the values of rl, . . . , r ,,,. This explains the 
third line of R4. 
The rules for (cite), (cwhile) and (ccomp) are identical to the ones for (ite), (while) 
and (camp) respectively. 
Finally, we come to the rule for the cobegin statement. We first state the rule, 
and then try to provide an informal justification for it. 
RS. (par stmt) 
{p, A h, == F) Pr (qi), 1’ = 19 l a s 9 tl 
{p, A - - . A p,, A rl = t, A l l l A r,,, = t,,,} cobegin P, 11. l l 11 P,, coend 
{cl, A * - l A ~1,~ A Compat( t,, . . . . f,,lr II I, . . . , It,, ,} 
Note that p, is a predicate involving only the kariahles local to P,. Before PI starts 
executing. it has neither assigned any value to, ncr examined the value of any shared 
variable; thus at the start of P,, h, is F, the empty sequence. This explai$ls the 
prc-condi t ion of P,. 
In the definition of Compat, as we shall see shortly, we need to know the initial 
values of rl, . . . , r,,,; hence the clause rl = t, A l l - A r,,, = t,,, in the pre-condition for 
the cobegin. If the actual pre-condition is weaker and specifies that the q.5 satisfy 
5ornc complex prdicate R, then we can proceed as follows: Introduce mathematical 
constants 1’,‘. . . . . tl:,. and write the prc-condition (If the cobegin as 
~(‘cwlpLt(t;. . . . . I’ . I?,. . . . . rt’st(rcst(h,~).. . . . II,;)!]!. 
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Note. first(h) is the first (i.e., leftmost) element of h; second(h), its second element; 
rest(h) is the sequence derived from h by deleting its first element. Recall that 
tr,. l - 9 t,,, are the initial values of I~, . . . , r,,. If all the sequences h,, . . . , h,, are F, 
then clearly the final value of r, must be 1,; this explains (i) above. 
Now, Compat(f,, . . . , t,,,, h,, . . . , h,,) is a predicate that tells us whether or not 
the sequence of actions in II,, . . . , h,, are mutually compatible and compatible with 
the initial values I~, . . . . r,,,. Suppose one of the sequences Iti is not E, and has ?( j, ti) 
as its %st c!ement, and that t, = ~1 and Compat( tl , . . . , t,,, h, , . . . , rest( hi), . . . , h,, ) 
is true; then clearly Cornpat& . . . , I,,,, h,, . . . , h,) is true. On the other hand, 
even if t, f $ or Compat( t,, . . . , t,,,, hl, . . . , rect( hi 1, . . . , h,,) is false, Corn- 
patt I,. * . . 1 f,,). I?,, * .I . , II,, ) need not be false; for instance, we may have t; f f,, and, 
for some; k d n, we may have, first( h,, ) = ?( j, t,), second( h,.) = ! ( j, t$ and 
Compat( 1,. . . . , I;, . . . , f,,l, II,, . . . , rest(rest(h& . . . , II,,) = true, in which case we 
should have Compat( tr, . . . , t ,,,, 11,. . . . , h,,) = true; this explains the existential quan- 
tifiers, and the disjunctions in (ii). Recalling that the elements of the kind 
‘?I?(( 1, t,), . . . . (tn, f,,,)) and !!( 1, t,), . . . , (m. t,,,) I are added to hi at the beginning 
and end of await statements in Pi. the reader should have no difficulty in understand- 
ing the third and final disjunction in (ii). 
It is iI 1st; +,ssible to give a ‘non-recursive’ definition of Cot rlpat (by using recursive 
functions instead); we postpone tL:c: v Stzction 3. 
Wc have now compMed the specification of all the axiom: and rules of inference, 




3. Some examples 
In this section we prove the correctness of two simple parallel programs; both 
programs have been considered by Owicki and Gries [2]. We first introduce some 
useful functions on sequences. 
6= the number of elements in the sequence II. 
Elcm( 11, k) = the k th element (from the left end) of IL 
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Note. In this section we shall violate the syntax of Section 2.1 by using arbitrary 
names for the shared variables; this forces us to use a slightly dirferent notation for 
the elements in the sequences; thus we use !( in, 4) to denote that the ith process 
(assuming that !( in, 4) occurred in hi) assigned the value 4 to the shared variable 
in. Similar changes will be made in the other elements that can occur in hi, and the 
reader should have no difficulty in understanding the new notation. 
Type( h, k) is the ‘type’ of the kth element of h; 
if Elem( h, k) is ?( x, t), then type( h, k) is ?x; 
if Elem( h, k) is !(x, t) then !x; if Elem(lz, k) is ??(. . .) then 
??; if Elem( h, k) is !!( . . . ) then !!. 
Val( 11, k) is the ‘value’ of the kth element of h; 
if Elem( h, k) is ?( x, t) or !( A-, t), then Val( h, k) is 1; if 
Elem(h, k) is??((x, t,), . . . , br, t,,,b) or !!((s, t,). . . . , (II, t,,,)) 
then Val( h, k) is (I~, . . . , t,,). 
Elcmb( II, k) = Elem( h. I& k + I L i.e., the kth clement from the right end of 12. 
Typeb( h, k) = Type( /2, Ii- k + 1). 
Valb( h, k ) = Val( 12, fi- k + 1). 
h( I : k) = (Elem(h. II, Elem( h, I+ 1). . . . , Eiem(h, k)). 
&fore going on to the examples. we give a non-rtxursivc definition of Cornpat: 
C’!mpat( t, 1 . . . , I ),,, h , , . . . , II,, ) = 
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f,( 2, 12 ) = t if Ir = F 
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f,(t.rest(It))ifType(h, l)#!!AType(h, l)#!j 
f,(t;, rest(h)) if Elem( h, 1) = !( j, ri) 
f,($ rest(h)) if Elem(h, 1) = !!(( 1, r,‘), . . . , (ITZ, t;,)). 
g(t*, . . . . t,,,, h ) = ( f, 3 . . . , f,,, ) if h = F 
8(f , , . . . , t ,,,, rest( II)) if [Type( h, 1) = ?j v Type(h, I j = .?‘?I 
go,,. -. , t;, . . . . f ,,,, rest( II )) if Elem( h, 1) = !( j, f,‘) 
gtt;, . . . , fk,, rt’st( h)) if Eiem( h, 1) = !!(! 1, r’,). . . . , (HZ, r;,,)). 
The definition of Cornpat says that there is an h obtained by merging h, , . . . , h,,, 
ensuring that if 11, contains (consecutive) elements of type ?‘! and !!, then no elern:nts 
of Ilk are introduced between these two elements during the merge; the last two 
lines in the definition make sure that the values of the shared variables observed 
by the various processes (in elements of the type ?j and ??) are, in fact, the values 
that ha ,t‘ !YX most recently assigned to the shared variables. 
Let us now consider our first e:.amnlc, a rather trivial one; we shall show that 
the p.>+condition R7 implies x = 3. 
cobegiuY, ::{/I, =F} ’ 
await true then {R 1 } .Y := .Y + 1 { K,} end 
W.3) 
Pz :: (11, = E) 
await true then (I?,} x := s + 2 ( R5} end 
coend {R,} 
where 
R,=[6, = 1 r,Type(h,)=?‘?Ax=Val(h,, l),]. 
Note. There is only one shared variable x; thus on entering an await statement, an 
element of the kind ‘??(( x, t)) is ,!.dded to hl, t being the value of x at the time of 
entering the await statement; the ‘value’ of this element is (t), and we can pick out 
the value 1, by bvr-iting Val( h,, 1 )X. In general, when Type(h, k j is ?? or ! !, Val( h, k ) 
has as many components as tile number of shared variables; the value of any 
particular variable, say y, may be obtained by picking out the corresponding 
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component aqd will be denoted Val(h,j), 
R&Ii,= 1 hType(h,, l)=??~x=Val(h,, l),+l], 
R3=[6,= 2 A Type& 1) =??AType(h,,2)=!!~ 
Val(h,, 2L = Val(h,, l), + 11. 
The reader should have no difficulty in verifying that RI, R2 and R3 hold at the 
appropriate points using the axioms and rules of Section 2.2; in fact, this is almost 
as easy to do as it is in the case of simple sequential programs, the only extra factor 
to bear in mind in the current situation being that any access to the shared variables 
affects the sequence h,. 
R, and Rs are similar to R, and R2, and arc left to the reader. 
R,=[h,=2 A Type( k, 1) = ?? A Type( )tz. 2) = !! A 
Val( h,, 2) x = Val( h. 1) y + 21. 
& = [ R3 A R,, A Cornpat( 11,. h,:], 0 being the initial value of X. 
It is then easy to verify that 
V [a\. =3 A h, = (?‘?((.I-, 2)). !!((A-, 2,)) A 11, =(??((S, (I)). !!((S. %,]] 
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while i < min(xl, yl) do {R,} 
if ci > 9 then { Rs} et := i 
&I. (Rh) i := i + 2 fi; 
VW 
xl := et; y, := ot 
while j < min(x?, ,v’) do { T4) 
if C; > 0 then ( Ts} ot := j
else{T,)j:=j+2fi; 
ml 
x2 - ‘= et; y-):= czt 
coend; 
1 . 
{&A T,Kompat(M+ 1, @I+ 1, t2,, h,)} 
k := min(et, ot); 
KU 
Note. The only shared variables in this program are et and of; strictly speaking, 
we ought to consider q, . . . , chf also as shared, since both processes do refer to 
(‘1,. . . , T.\~ However, we treat them as constants (which they are), resulting in 
slightly simpler predicates; thus in the ‘C’ompat’ clause of the post-condition of the 
cabegin . . . coend, w do not include the initial values of the c,‘s. 
0,~[er=M+lr\ot=l~Zt-I] . 
RI = [h, = F], 
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A A-, = vC_#?( h,, 2) A j’, =Valb(/r,. l)~Vi’c=i[Even(i’~Jc,,r()]~ 
Vdk s k,[Type( 11,. k ) E { ‘?4?, ‘?Of, ! k’t } A 
[Type( Cz,, k) = !et+ 
Typc(h,.k2)=‘?etA 
for purallel programs 
We now continue the assertions: 
Rx=[R3~jamin(x,, yr)]. 
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The assertions rr through TH are quite similar to the assertions R, through RH, 
and we only specify T3 and TH. 
T.1 z [Odd(j) A j 2 1 A & 2 2 A Typeb(&, 1) = ?ot A Typeb( I&, 2) = ?et 
A x2 = Valb( h2, 2) A y2 = Valb( h7, 1) A Vj’ < j[Odd( j’)+ C; s (11 A 
Vk 6 &[Type( h2, k) E {?ef, ?OZ, !ot} A 
[Type& k) = !ot* 
[Val(k,k)=jAc,>OAType(h,,k-l)=?otr\ 
Type& k - 2) = ?et A 
j< min{Va:(!l,, Fc - 1). Val( h2, k - 2)}J]J], 
TH = [ T, A j =,‘ min( x2. yz>]. 
Next, we shall show that 
iRKI\ TH A Compat(M+ 1, bf+ 1, h,. tl,)]+ 
This will allow 11, to take the post-concirtron Q2 to be 
thus proving the corcetr,css of the program. 
Let F denote [ R8 A TX A Compat( M + 1, M + 1, h,, !I,)]. Then, 
~~[et=f,(l?~+l.h,)“Ot=f,(~I+I,h,)A 
V/a &.[Type(il,, I) = . ~et*Val(h,, r>=f,(M-+ I, h,(l: I-- l)>]A 
Vf 5 I;,.[TypeQI,. I) = . “ot=3Val(h;. /)+(&I+ 1, hz(l : I- lH]], 
(2) 
f’,( I, II, 1 = t if’ I?, = t- 
f, ( I, kw, It, 1) if Type( h,. 1) # !et 
f,(ValG,. I), Restfh,)) ifTvpe(h,, 1) = !a _I 
fJ( 1, 121) = t if II, = F 
_&( t. Rest(k)) if Type( Iz,, 1) f !of 
f,(\A( II,, 1 ), Kcst( II,)) if Typei h2, 1 ) - !of. 
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Eq. (2) follows from the clauses of RH and TS that state that there are no elements 
of the kind !or, !et in h,. h2 respectively. From (2) and from the clause 
Type& k) = !ut=+[Type( h,, k - 1) = ‘?ot A Type( h,, k - 2) = ‘?et A 
Val(Iz,, k)<min{Val(h,, k-l),Val(ll,, k-3)] 
of R i (and i;errc e K,), it is easy to see that 
F* ::b ; --I I;,,ft~fl(M+ 1, h,( 1 : I))]. 
Similarly, 
(3) 
~m_i htmc, from (3,. F-3 Cf “: Al A 1 * 
Simiiarly, from the definition of f2, c wld from (-I) it follow that 
FGwt~ M+ I 
Hence, from (3) and (4), 
using the clauses. 
[i 2 min( s,, y,) A Vi’ < i.Even( if)+ c,* s 01. 
We then get 
F*[Vi’ c min( et, ot).Even( i’)* c’,, S 01. 
F*[Vj’ c min( et. or).Odd( i’)+ c,, 5 (I]. (9) 
Combining (8) and (9) wc get (6). Thus we have proved ( 1) and hence the partial 
correctness of thaz program. 
4. Conclusions 
we have p ,cqentcd an axiomatic semantics for a simple parallel programming 
Language Thc semantic s dn be used for praying the partial correctness of programs c* 
written in the language. In Section 3 ML’ proved the partial correctness of two such 
programs. 
The most important aspect of our approach is that it allows us to deal with the 
individual processes of a Cobegin . . . Coend er.tirely in isolation from each other. 
By contrast, in the system of Owicki and Gries [2], the validity of the assertions in 
the individual processes can be destroyed by the actions of the other processes; as 
a result, one must verify that the proofs of the individual processes do not ‘interfere 
with each other’ before the proofs can be tied together to arrive at a post-condition 
for the entire Cobegin . . . Coend. No such proof of ‘interference freedom’ is needed 
in our approach since the proofs of the individual processes csnnot possibly interfere 
with each other. The proof of interference-freedom is often the most difficult part 
of the proof, and its absence often results in simpler partial correctness proofs. 
Moreover, in our system, it is easy to informally ‘see’-rather than axiomatically 
verify r-that the various assertions are valid at the appropriate points, as in the case 
of sequential programs, since the assertions in each process Pi refer entirely to the 
variables local to that process (including h,, which is just another variable local to 
P, 1, and since the validity of the assertions in PI depend entirely on what Pi does. 
I-lcwt’vtx. in certain situations the assertions in the proof of an individual process 
in our system might be more complex (on account of the universal quantifier In our 
axiom AS) than in a proof using the Owicki-Gries system. 
The language considered in this paper is a restricted version of the one considered 
by Owicki and Gries. Now we briefly indicate how the restrictions can be removed. 
The if-then-else statement appearing in one of the processes of a cobegin has the 
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form if ue then S1 else S2, where ue is an *unshared expression’. If we allow a ‘shared 
expression’, then we can also have a statement of the form if e, then S, else S,, 
where ei is an expression with a single reference to the shared variable ry The iroof 
rule for such a statement is as follows: 
{PI) SI w { PJ sz w 
{ JJ} if e, then S, else S, fi (4) 
The proof rule for “while e, do S” can be written down similarly. 
The tether, and certainly more important. restriction imposed on the language we 
have considered is that parallelism cannot be nested. In order to remake this 
restriction we proceed as follows: introduce a new kind of (pstmt): 
(pstrnt)::=(p* cissign) 1(skip) 1 (pite) 1 (pwhilc) 1 (pump) l (awit) I TP~w~~~) 
(pbctgin)::=pbegin (pstmt) (1. - - 11 (pstmt) pend 
Thus (pbegin) allows nested parallelism; the reason for introducing a new construct 
pbegin . . . pernd. rather than allowing cobegin (prowss# . l ~l(process) coend as a 
new kind of (pstmt) is that parallelism at the \)utermost Ievel is ditkrent from nc‘sttzd 
pxtllelism. and pbegin . . . pend will ha\* L‘ a ditkrtmt proof rule front the one for 
cobegirr _ . . coend: 
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introduced, into the processes, any assignments to the hi’s, providing further justifica- 
tion for the claim that the 11,‘s are not auxiliary variables. (Perhaps an appropriate 
name for the 11,‘s would ble hidden variables.) In a sense, the assignments to the I?, 
have been ‘built into’ our axioms (A4 and AS) and rules (R4); it has been possible 
to do this, since the assignments to the h, are not, unlike in [2], allowed to depend 
on the particular program under consideration. 
Give!? n Cl pli;:?f of a program in our system, it should be possible (almost mechani- 
cally) to convert I! into a proof in the Owicki-Gries system [3], introducing the tz,‘s 
a> auxiliary variables. along with appropriate assignments. and using ‘Cornpat’ as a 
+bal invariant. The converse is not always true, since in a proof, using the ,s 
Owicki-Grius system., of one of the proccs+es of a ccsbegin, one may cxplicltly refer 
to the shared \*aGblc~s. Thus our system is, in some sense, a restriction of thl: 
Owi~hi-Gries svstem. Despite this, the completeness of our system assures us lhat I 
it is entirely adequate; and. in view of the fact that proofs of the individual pi*ocesse> 
arc isolated from each oiher. and in view of the fact that one ncvcr needs a proof 
of inttlrfcrcnce freedom. KC b,elie\‘c our system is preferable to the Owichi-Cirleh 
~vstwl. 
A form; !,I f )NO~ of the consistenq~ and completeness of’ our system with respt’c!. 
to ;m operational model of the langu+!c L ill appear- in a future paper. The system 
of this p;ipcr can ;~lso be uhed to prove other partial correctness properties ats mutual 
cxclu5ion and freedom f ram deadlock. We also believe that the system c:m be 
ctxtcndcd tc? prove Iota1 corrcctncss. c *although it seems likely that the resulting system 
would Ix considerably more complex than the \ystem of this paper. 
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